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ABSTRACT

Recent advances have demonstrated the use of
RNA-based control devices to program sophisticated
cellular functions; however, the efficiency with which
these devices can be quantitatively tailored has
limited their broader implementation in cellular
networks. Here, we developed a high-efficiency,
high-throughput and quantitative two-color fluoresc-
ence-activated cell sorting-based screening strategy
to support the rapid generation of ribozyme-based
control devices with user-specified regulatory
activities. The high-efficiency of this screening
strategy enabled the isolation of a single functional
sequence from a library of over 106 variants within
two sorting cycles. We demonstrated the versatility
of our approach by screening large libraries gener-
ated from randomizing individual components within
the ribozyme device platform to efficiently isolate new
device sequences that exhibit increased in vitro
cleavage rates up to 10.5-fold and increased in vivo
activation ratios up to 2-fold. We also identified a ti-
tratable window within which in vitro cleavage rates
and in vivo gene-regulatory activities are correlated,
supporting the importance of optimizing RNA device
activity directly in the cellular environment. Our
two-color fluorescence-activated cell sorting-based
screen provides a generalizable strategy for quantita-
tively tailoring genetic control elements for broader
integration within biological networks.

INTRODUCTION

The engineering of biological systems that exhibit complex
functions has significant potential to develop solutions
addressing global challenges spanning health and

medicine, sustainability, and the environment (1–4).
Core to the engineering of biological systems is the
ability to process information within cellular networks
and link this information to new cellular behaviors.
Synthetic biology is a rapidly growing interdisciplinary
field that applies engineering principles to support the
scalable construction and design of complex biological
systems. One key focus of synthetic biology is to develop
engineering frameworks for the reliable construction of
genetic control devices that process and transmit informa-
tion within living systems. Such information processing
capabilities will allow researchers to implement diverse
cellular control strategies, thus laying a critical foundation
for designing genetic systems that exhibit sophisticated
biological functions.
RNA control devices represent an important class of

synthetic genetic control devices, whose development has
been fueled by advances in RNA biology, engineering, and
nucleic acid computing (5–9). We recently described a
modular ligand-responsive ribozyme-based platform that
supports efficient tailoring of RNA device function (10).
The ribozyme device platform specifies physical linkages
between three functional RNA components: a sensor
encoded by an RNA aptamer, an actuator encoded by a
hammerhead ribozyme, and a transmitter encoded by a
sequence that undergoes a strand-displacement event
(Figure 1). The dynamic range of an RNA control
device, defined as the difference between gene expression
levels in the presence and absence of ligand, is commonly
described by two key parameters: basal activity and acti-
vation ratio. The basal activity is a measure of regulatory
stringency, which is set by the gene expression level in the
absence of the input ligand, whereas the activation ratio
is a measure of input responsiveness, which is set by the
ratio of expression level in the presence to that in the
absence of input ligand. The dynamic range exhibited by
an RNA control device is important for its effective inte-
gration within biological systems. We have previously
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demonstrated a rational device tuning strategy guided by
secondary structure predictions from an RNA folding
program to direct the partitioning between the two
functional device conformations (10). Although we
demonstrated the generation of a series of devices that
span wide regulatory ranges, this strategy relies on predic-
tions made by RNA folding programs, which base their
computations on parameters acquired in vitro, and thus do
not fully capture the complex RNA folding process in vivo.
Therefore, an alternative strategy that enables direct
engineering of device dynamic ranges in the cellular envir-
onment is desired to increase the efficiency with which
RNA devices can be tailored to cellular networks.
Significant research efforts have been directed toward

developing high-throughput in vitro and in vivo selection
and screening strategies to generate RNA control devices
with user-specified regulatory activities. In vitro selection
strategies were applied to allosteric ribozymes to select for
variants that exhibit enhanced ligand-responsive cleavage
activities (11,12). However, in one case the selected

variants did not retain their enhanced activities in vivo,
suggesting that the observed activities were sensitive to
the environment in which the selection was performed
(11). To address potential loss of activities in transitioning
between in vitro and in vivo environments, researchers
have developed cell-based selection and screening
strategies to support direct generation of RNA control
devices and regulatory components in the relevant
environment.

A cell-based selection strategy was developed to select
for ribozyme variants that exhibit in vivo activity by
directly recovering cleaved ribozyme fragments from
cells (13). However, this in vivo method decoupled
catalytic activity from gene-regulatory activity, resulting
in a less quantitative selection strategy that did not
support effective identification of sequence variants with
varying gene-regulatory activities. Cell-based screening
and selection strategies have been developed for RNA
control devices by introducing a randomized region into
the device and linking the regulatory function of the
resulting device library to a single measurable gene expres-
sion output, such as colorimetric and fluorescence levels
(14–16), motility (17) or viability (18). However, the
majority of these methods are most effective at enriching
devices from the population exhibiting extreme (either low
or high) gene expression levels, limiting the recovery of
devices with specific quantitative activities. In addition,
the enrichment efficiencies (or, alternatively, the through-
put) of screening methods based on a single output can be
negatively impacted by the stochastic nature of gene
expression. In particular, when utilizing high-throughput
methods that measure activities within single cells, such as
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), the inability to
resolve changes in gene expression levels due to the genetic
control device from cellular noise makes single-output
strategies less efficient and quantitative.

In this work, we developed a new screening strategy that
utilizes two measurable outputs to resolve device regula-
tory activity from cellular noise. A high-efficiency, high-
throughput and quantitative two-color FACS-based
screening strategy was developed to support rapid
generation of RNA control devices with user-specified
regulatory activities. We validated the high-efficiency of
our screening strategy by performing a control sort to
isolate the original functional sequence from a library of
over 106 variants within just two sorting cycles. We
demonstrated the versatility of our two-color FACS-
based approach by screening large libraries generated
from randomizing individual components within the
ribozyme device platform to efficiently isolate devices
with improved regulatory properties. Using this screening
strategy, we effectively isolated new ribozyme actuator se-
quences that increase in vitro cleavage rates up to 10.5-fold
within the device platform and new transmitter sequences
that increase in vivo activation ratios up to 2-fold. By
isolating devices that exhibit specified in vivo gene-
regulatory activities and quantifying their in vitro
cleavage rates, we also identified a titratable window
within which the two device parameters are correlated,
supporting the importance of directly engineering device
activity within the cellular environment.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of modular assembly and mechan-
ism of an RNA control device based on a ribozyme actuator.
Ribozyme-based devices are constructed by modular assembly of
three functional RNA components. A sensor (RNA aptamer) is
linked to an actuator (hammerhead ribozyme) through a distinct infor-
mation transmitter sequence (which directs a strand-displacement event
and insulates the sensor and actuator components). Ribozyme-based
devices are integrated into the 30 untranslated region of the target
gene and can adopt at least two functional device conformations,
where each conformation is associated with different actuator and
sensor activities. In the depicted example, a ribozyme ON device
(upregulation of gene expression in response to increased input ligand
concentration) adopts a ribozyme-active conformation associated with
an aptamer ligand-unbound state, where ribozyme cleavage results in
an unprotected transcript that is subject to rapid degradation by ribo-
nucleases, thereby leading to a decrease in gene expression. The
ribozyme-inactive conformation is associated with an aptamer
ligand-bound state, such that ligand binding to the aptamer stabilizes
the ribozyme-inactive conformation, thereby leading to an increase in
gene expression in response to ligand.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid and strain construction

Standard molecular biology cloning techniques were used
to construct all plasmids (19). DNA synthesis was per-
formed by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville,
IA) or the Protein and Nucleic Acid Facility (Stanford,
CA). All enzymes, including restriction enzymes and
ligases, were obtained through New England Biolabs
(Ipswich, MA). Ligation products were electroporated
with a GenePulser XCell (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) into
an Escherichia coli DH10B strain (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA), where cells harboring cloned plasmids were main-
tained in Luria-Bertani media containing 50 mg/mL ampi-
cillin (EMD Chemicals, Philadelphia, PA). All cloned
constructs were sequence verified by Elim Biopharma-
ceuticals (Hayward, CA).

The two-color screening plasmid pCS1748 (Supple-
mentary Figure S1) was constructed by inserting an
open reading frame encoding a yeast-optimized mCherry
gene (ymCherry) flanked by a TEF1 promoter and a
CYC1 terminator upstream of the existing open reading
frame encoding a yeast-enhanced GFP gene (yEGFP3)
flanked by a GAL1-10 promoter and an ADH1 termin-
ator in the pCS321 backbone (10). The TEF1 promoter
was polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified from
pG2M (20) using forward and reverse primers
SacI-TEF1-fwd (50-GAGAGCTCAAGCTTCAAAATG
TTTCTACTCC) and SacII-TEF1-rev (50-GGCCGCGG
CAAAACTTAGATTAGATTGCTATGC), respectively,
and inserted into pCS321 via the unique restriction sites
SacI and SacII. The ymCherry gene was PCR amplified
from BBa_E2060 obtained from the iGEM parts registry
(21) using forward and reverse primers SacII-mCherry-
fwd (50-GACCGCGGGAAATAATGTCTATGGTTAG
TAAAGGAGAAGAAAATAACATGGC) and NotI-m
Cherry-rev (50-GGGCGGCCGCTTATTATTTGTATA
GTTCATCCATGCCACCAG), respectively, and
inserted downstream of the cloned TEF1 promoter via
the unique restriction sites SacII and NotI. The CYC1
terminator was PCR amplified from pCM159 (22) using
forward and reverse primers NotI-CYC1t-fwd (50-GAGC
GGCCGCGAGGGCCGCATCATGTAATTAG) and
XbaI-CYC1t-rev (50-GGTCTAGAGGCCGCAAATTA
AAGCCTTCG), respectively, and inserted downstream
of the cloned ymCherry gene via the unique restriction
sites NotI and XbaI. A spacer sequence was amplified
from pCS745 (gift from M. Jensen, Seattle Children’s
Research Institute) using forward and reverse primers
XbaI-Spacer-fwd (50-GGTCTAGACGCCTTGAGCCT
GGCGAACAGTTC) and Spacer-rev (50-AGTAAAAA
AGGAGTAGAAACATTTTGAAGCTATCGATGAC
AGGATGAGGATCGTTTCGCATG), respectively. A
TEF1 promoter fragment was amplified from pG2M
using forward and reverse primers Spacer-TEF1-fwd (50-
CATGCGAAACGATCCTCATCCTGTCATCGATAG
CTTCAAAATGTTTCTACTCCTTTTTTACT) and
BamHI-TEF1-rev (50-GGGGATCCCAAAACTTAGAT
TAGATTGCTATGCTTTCTTTC), respectively, and
PCR assembled with the spacer fragment. The assembled
spacer-TEF1 promoter fragment was inserted into the

modified pCS321 backbone to replace the GAL1-10
promoter via the unique restriction sites XbaI and BamHI.
Two single-color plasmids harboring GFP (pCS1585)

and mCherry (pCS1749) were constructed as compensa-
tion controls for FACS analysis. A fragment harboring
the TEF1 promoter was PCR amplified from pGM2
using forward and reverse primers SacI-TEF1-fwd (50-G
AGAGCTCATAGCTTCAAAATGTTTCTACTCC)
and EcoRI-TEF1-rev (50-GGGAATTCTTTGTAATTAA
AACTTAGATTAGA), respectively. The GFP-only
plasmid pCS1585 was constructed by inserting the TEF1
promoter fragment into pCS321 to replace the GAL1-10
promoter via the unique cloning sites SacI and EcoRI. The
mCherry-only plasmid pCS1749 was constructed by in-
serting the TEF1p-ymCherry–CYC1t cassette from
pCS1748 into a modified version of pRS316 (23) via the
unique restriction sites SacI and XbaI. The modified
version of pRS316 (pCS4), containing no fluorescence
reporter gene, was used as the negative-control construct.
Ribozyme-based devices and appropriate controls were

inserted into the 30 untranslated region of yEGFP3 in
pCS1748 through appropriate restriction endonuclease
and ligation-mediated cloning. DNA fragments encoding
the ribozyme-based devices and controls were PCR
amplified using forward and reverse primers L1-2-fwd
(50-GACCTAGGAAACAAACAAAGCTGTCACC) and
L1-2-rev (50-GGCTCGAGTTTTTATTTTTCTTTTTGC
TGTTTCG), respectively, and inserted into pCS1748 via
the unique restriction sites AvrII and XhoI, which are
located 3 nucleotides downstream of the yEGFP3 stop
codon. Cloned plasmids were transformed into the
budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain W303a
(MAT a his3-11,15 trp1-1 leu2-3 ura3-1 ade2-1) through
a standard lithium acetate method (24). All yeast strains
harboring cloned plasmids were maintained on synthetic
complete media with a uracil dropout solution containing
2% dextrose (SC-URA) and grown at 30�C. All plasmids
constructed in this study are summarized in Supplementary
Table S1.

Library-scale yeast transformation

Device libraries (Supplementary Figure S2) were amplified
using forward and reverse primers GAP-L1-2-fwd (50-TCC
ATGGTATGGATGAATTGTACAAATAAAGCCTAG
GAAACAAACAAAGCTGTCACC) and GAP-L1-2-rev
(50-AAGAAATTCGCTTATTTAGAAGTGGCGCGCC
CTCTCGAGTTTTTATTTTTCTTTTTGCTGTTTCG),
respectively. The library was inserted into pCS1748
through homologous recombination-mediated gap-repair
during transformation into yeast strain W303 (25).
Briefly, an 800 mL library PCR reaction was performed
with 160 pmol of each primer and 16 pmol of the library
template. Eight micrograms of the plasmid pCS1748 were
digested with AvrII and XhoI. The digested vector was
combined with the library PCR product, extracted with
phenol chloroform, and precipitated into a dry pellet with
ethanol. A Tris–DTT buffer (2.5MDTT, 1MTris, pH 8.0)
was added to a 50mL yeast culture (OD600 1.3–1.5) and
incubated at 30�C for 10–15min. The yeast were pelleted,
washed with chilled Buffer E (10mM Tris, pH 7.5, 2mM
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MgCl2, 270mM sucrose), and resuspended in Buffer E to a
final volume of 300 mL. The yeast mixture was directly
added to the precipitated DNA pellet and 50 mL of the
mixture was transferred to a chilled 2mm gap cuvette for
electroporation (540V, 25 mF, 1000 V). Following trans-
formation, the cells were resuspended in 1mL warmed
YPD media and incubated at 30�C for 1 h. Multiple trans-
formations (�5) were performed to cover the desired
library diversity (�106–107). Transformation efficiencies
were determined by plating serial dilutions of the
transformants, and transformed cells were propagated in
SC-URA media for FACS.

Two-color FACS-based screen

Cells harboring the RNA device libraries and control con-
structs were washed, resuspended in FACS buffer (1%BSA
in PBS) and stained with a DAPI viability dye (Invitrogen).
The cell suspension was filtered through a 40 mm cell
strainer (BD Systems, San Jose, CA) prior to analysis on
a FACSAria II cell sorter (BD Systems). GFP was excited
at 488 nm and measured with a splitter of 505 nm and
bandpass filter of 525/50 nm. mCherry was excited at
532 nm and measured with a splitter of 600 nm and a
bandpass filter of 610/20 nm. DAPI was excited at 355 nm
andmeasured with a bandpass filter of 450/50 nm. A scatter
gate was set based on the forward and side-scatter area of
cells harboring the negative-control plasmid (pCS4) to
exclude debris, followed by a DAPI-(–) viability gate to
exclude dead cells in the DAPI-(+) gate from the analysis.
Cells harboring the single-color control plasmids
(pCS1585, pCS1749) were analysed to compensate spill-
over from GFP to the mCherry detector. A general
sorting strategy was followed in which cells harboring
devices with targeted gene-regulatory activities were
analysed to set a sorting gate on a two-dimensional
scatter plot that correlates GFP and mCherry fluorescence.
Cells within this gate were collected into SC-URA media
and propagated to sufficient density for further screening or
analysis.

Ribozyme-based device characterization through flow
cytometry analysis

Enriched device libraries from FACS were directly plated
onto SC-URA solid medium. Individual colonies were
screened and characterized for gene-regulatory activity of
the devices based on flow cytometry analysis. The GFP
fluorescence was measured on a Quanta flow cytometer
(Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA). GFP was excited at
488 nm and measured with a splitter of 488 nm and a
bandpass filter of 525/40 nm. Cells harboring the
negative-control plasmid (pCS4) were analysed to set the
GFP-(�) and GFP-(+) gate. Gene-regulatory activities
were reported as relative GFP expression levels and were
determined as the geometric mean of the GFP fluorescence
based on theGFP-(+) population using FlowJo (Tree Star),
and normalized to the geometric mean of the GFP fluores-
cence of a positive control (satellite tobacco ring spot virus
[sTRSV] Contl, a noncleaving sTRSV ribozyme with a
scrambled core) that is grown under identical ligand condi-
tions, run in the same experiment and set to 100%.

Devices that exhibited desired activities were amplified
by colony PCR using forward and reverse primers CS653
(50-GGTCACAAATTGGAATACAACTATAACTCT)
and CS654 (50-CGGAATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGG),
respectively, and sequenced. The recovered devices were
resynthesized and recloned into the vector backbone to
confirm the observed activity. DNA oligos were
synthesized and amplified for insertion into pCS1748
using forward and reverse primers L1-2-fwd (50-GACCT
AGGAAACAAACAAAGCTGTCACC) and L1-2-
rev (50-GGCTCGAGTTTTTATTTTTCTTTTTGCTGT
TTCG), respectively. The resynthesized devices were
inserted into pCS1748 via the unique restriction sites
AvrII and XhoI. The reconstructed device plasmids were
transformed into the W303 yeast strain through a standard
lithium acetate method (24). Cells harboring the selected
devices and appropriate controls were prepared as
described above for the sorting experiments and analysed
on an LSRII flow cytometer (BD Systems) to characterize
the gene-regulatory activity of each device. GFP was
excited at 488 nm and measured with a splitter of 505 nm
and a bandpass filter of 525/50. mCherry was excited at
532 nm and measured with a splitter of 600 nm LP and a
bandpass filter of 610/20 nm. DAPI was excited at 405 nm
and measured with a bandpass filter of 450/50 nm. FlowJo
was used to process all flow cytometry data. Cells harboring
pCS4 and pCS1749 were analysed to set the mCherry-(�)
and mCherry-(+) gates. Gene-regulatory activities in the
absence or presence of ligand were determined as the geo-
metric mean of the GFP fluorescence based on the
mCherry-(+) population, and normalized to the geometric
mean of the GFP fluorescence of a positive control (sTRSV
Contl, a noncleaving sTRSV ribozyme with a scrambled
core) in the absence or presence of ligand, respectively, to
correct for any nonspecific effects of ligand on themeasured
fluorescence (Supplementary Figure S3). Reported
gene-regulatory activities are the mean and standard devi-
ation of at least three independent experiments.

In vitro transcription and purification of
ribozyme-based devices

Selected ribozyme-based devices and ribozyme and
noncleaving controls were PCR amplified to include an
upstream T7 promoter site and spacer sequence and down-
stream spacer sequence using forward and reverse primers
T7-L1-2-fwd (50-TTCTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGA
CCTAGGAAACAAACAAAGCTGTCACC) and L1-2-
rev (50-GGCTCGAGTTTTTATTTTTCTTTTTGCTGTT
TCG), respectively. A total of 1–2mg of PCR product was
transcribed in a 25ml reaction, consisting of the following
components: 1�RNA Pol Reaction Buffer (New England
Biolabs), 2.5mM rATP, 2.5mM rCTP, 2.5mM rUTP,
0.25mM rGTP, 1ml RNaseOUT (Invitrogen), 10mM
MgCl2, 1ml T7 Polymerase (New England Biolabs) and
0.5mCi a-32P-GTP (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH).
400pmol of antisenseDNAoligonucleotide, device-blocking
(50-GGTGACAGCTTTGTTTGTTTCCTAGGTCCCCC)
and sTRSV-blocking (50-GCTGTTTCGTCCTCACG) was
added to each reaction to inhibit cleavage of the RNA
devices and sTRSV hammerhead ribozyme, respectively,
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during transcription. After incubation at 37�C for 2h,
NucAway Spin Columns (Ambion, Austin, TX) were used
to removeunincorporated nucleotides from the transcription
reactions according to manufacturer’s instructions. Ten
microliters aliquots of the recovered RNA were mixed with
three volumes of RNA stop/load buffer (95% formamide,
30mM EDTA, 0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene
cyanol), heated at 95�C for 5min, snap cooled on ice for
5min, and size-fractionated on a denaturing (8.3M urea)
10% polyacrylamide gel at 25W for 45min. Gels were
imaged by phosphorimaging analysis on an FX Molecular
Imager (Bio-Rad). Uncleaved transcripts were gel extracted
and recovered with the ZRSmall-RNAPAGERecoveryKit
(Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) according to manufacturer’s
instructions. Samples were stored in sterile, nuclease-free,
deionized water at �80�C to limit the extent of RNA
self-cleavage prior to performing the cleavage assays.

In vitro ribozyme cleavage assays

The purified uncleaved transcripts were incubated in
100mM NaCl, 50mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5) at 95�C for
5min, cooled at a rate of �1.3�C/min to 37�C and held
there for 10min to allow equilibration of secondary struc-
ture. A zero time-point aliquot was taken prior to initiating
the self-cleavage reaction at 37�Cwith the addition ofMgCl2
to a final concentration of 500mM.Reactionswere quenched
at specified time points with addition of three volumes of
RNA stop/load buffer on ice. Samples were heated at 95�C
for 5min, snap cooled on ice for 5min, and size-fractionated
on a denaturing (8.3M urea) 10% polyacrylamide gel at
25W for 45 to 60min. Gels were exposed overnight on a
phosphor screen and analysed for relative levels of the full-
length transcript and cleaved products by phosphorimaging
analysis on anFXMolecular Imager (Bio-Rad). The cleaved
product fraction at each time point (Ft) was fit to the single
exponential equation Ft=F0+(F1�F0)� (1 – e�kt) using
Prism 5 (GraphPad), where F0 and F1 are the fractions
cleaved before the start of the reaction and at the reaction
endpoint, respectively, and k is the first-order rate constant
of self-cleavage. Reported cleavage rate values are the mean
of at least three independent experiments.

RESULTS

A two-color reporter construct supports a high-efficiency,
high-throughput, quantitative, cell-based screening strategy

Genetic control devices with desired gene-regulatory
activities are often generated through cell-based screening
strategies by coupling the regulatory function to a measur-
able output. However, the efficiencies of high-throughput
cell-based screening strategies based on measuring
activities in single cells are negatively impacted by gene ex-
pression noise that arises from both extrinsic (e.g. cell size
and shape, cell cycle stage, plasmid copy number) and in-
trinsic factors (e.g. fluctuation in numbers of DNA, RNA,
transcription factors, environmental stimuli) (26,27). To
develop a more effective and quantitative in vivo screening
strategy for gene-regulatory devices, we constructed a
screening plasmid composed of two independent functional
modules (Figure 2A). The first module, the device activity

reporter, utilizes a GFP reporter to measure the gene
expression level associated with the regulatory device,
whereas the second module, the noise reporter, utilizes a
mCherry reporter to provide a measure of cellular gene
expression level that is independent of the regulatory
device. Previous studies in yeast have suggested that extrin-
sic noise is the predominant source of gene expression noise
(27). Therefore, by incorporating two independent expres-
sion modules on the same plasmid, we aimed to use the
mCherry expression level as an internal standard to nor-
malize the corresponding GFP expression level within a
single cell. We used the same constitutive promoter
(TEF1) in each module, although other promoter pairs
may be substituted into the construct as previous studies
in yeast suggest that extrinsic noise is not promoter specific
(27). In addition, different terminators for each module
were used to decrease the frequency of homologous recom-
bination between the two modules.
Wefirst used the two-color screening construct to examine

the basal activities of three previously characterized
theophylline-responsive ribozyme-based devices (10) based
on the output from the device activity reporter (GFP):
L2bulge1 (L2b1), 40%; L2bulge5 (L2b5), 70%; and
L2bulge8 (L2b8), 11%. The reported basal activities refer
to the GFP expression levels relative to that of the inactive
ribozyme control, which does not exhibit catalytic activity or
respond to theophylline. Although these three devices
exhibit a wide range of gene-regulatory activities, cellular
noise results in a broad distribution of GFP fluorescence
levels, making it challenging to cleanly isolate members
with target activities from a library through a FACS-based
sorting strategy based solely on one output (Figure 2B and
C). To provide a filter for variations in gene expression level
due to cellular noise, we used the noise reporter in the
two-color screening construct to assess activity that is inde-
pendent of the regulatory device. By using the output
from the noise reporter (mCherry), we were able to normal-
ize the gene expression levels of individual cells by
correlating the outputs between the two reporters and
cleanly resolve the cell populations harboring three different
devices (Figure 2D). For each device, the cell population
exhibits a tight linear relationship between the two
outputs, such that the device gene-regulatory activity is
associated with a distinct slope (Supplementary Figure S4).
The increased resolution between cell populations harboring
devices with different gene-regulatory activities enables the
development of a high-efficiency, quantitative, two-color
FACS-based screening strategy based on the output correl-
ation between the two reporter modules (Figure 2E).
We demonstrated the high-enrichment efficiency of our

FACS-based two-color screening strategy by performing
a control screen on a sensor library (sN10). The sN10
sensor library was generated by randomizing 10 nucleo-
tide (nt) positions in the theophylline aptamer binding
core (sensor component) within the L2b8 device
(�1� 106 variants) (28) (Figure 3A). The randomized
positions were chosen based on previous characterization
of the theophylline aptamer, in which 14 conserved
residues were identified to be essential for theophylline
binding (29). We first assessed the basal activity of the
sN10 sensor library through two-color flow cytometry
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Figure 2. A high-efficiency, quantitative cell-based screening strategy for genetic devices based on a two-color screening construct. (A) The two-color
screening construct is composed of two independent activity reporters. The device activity reporter measures the gene-regulatory activity associated
with the device from GFP fluorescence, whereas the noise reporter measures the variation in cellular gene expression level that is independent of the
regulatory device from mCherry fluorescence. (B) Single-color (GFP) scatter plots of three ribozyme-based devices that span a wide range of
gene-regulatory activities, as measured by their mean values, and cellular autofluorescence from a construct containing no fluorescence reporter
gene exhibit significant overlap due to noise associated with gene expression. (C) Single-color (GFP) histograms illustrate that isolation of a device
with a specific gene-regulatory activity based on a single reporter output is inefficient due to overlapping population distributions. (D) The gene
expression levels of individual cells can be normalized by correlating the device and noise reporter outputs from the two-color screening construct.
Cell populations harboring the three ribozyme-based devices in (B) can be cleanly resolved on a two-color scatter plot, where each population
exhibits a tight linear relationship between the two outputs. (E) The two-color screening strategy is based on the output correlation between the two
reporter modules. A library of control devices can be integrated in the two-color screening construct and transformed into the target cell host. The
sorting gate is set by the two-color correlation (slope) associated with a control device that exhibits a target gene-regulatory activity and applied to
the library to specifically isolate a cell population that exhibits similar activity (slope).
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analysis and observed that the majority of the library
exhibits higher activity (greater slope) than the parent
device (Figure 3B). We set a sorting gate based on the
basal activity of the parent device (negative gate) and
performed a negative sort to enrich cells (�10% of the
initial library) that exhibit similar basal activities (same
slope). We calculated the fold enrichment based on the
percentage of the cell population isolated from each sort.
In the initial negative sort, we collected 9.53% of the cell
population and therefore this population was enriched
�11 times (100/9.53, or �11-fold) for the subsequent
screen. We performed a positive sort on the recovered
cells, in which the lower bound of the sorting gate was
set by the gene-regulatory activity of the L2b8 device in
the presence of 5mM theophylline. The positive sorting
gate was expanded further to enrich members of the
library (�7% of the enriched library) that exhibit equal
or increased activities in response to theophylline relative
to the parent device by �15-fold. After one sorting cycle,
a distinct small sub-population of cells that exhibit
comparable basal activity with the parent device was
observed. We then performed another round of sorting
to specifically enrich this sub-population (�1% of the
enriched library) through a negative sort by �143-fold,
followed by a positive sort on the recovered cells to enrich
a clearly distinct cell population that exhibits increased
gene-regulatory activity (�4% of the enriched library) in
response to theophylline by �25-fold. After two sorting
cycles, �98% of the enriched library exhibits a

clear population shift in response to theophylline
(Figure 3C).
As the two rounds of sorting yield an overall �6� 105-

fold enrichment, given an initial library diversity of �106

variants, we expected to recover the original parent device
from the enriched library by screening a small number of
individual clones. We characterized 48 individual colonies
from the enriched library for theophylline-responsive
gene-regulatory activities through flow cytometry. All 48
colonies exhibited similar increases in GFP expression
levels in response to theophylline as the parent L2b8
device. We sequenced the recovered devices from 10
colonies, and all were verified to be the parent sequence.
In contrast, after performing two similar sorting cycles on
the sensor library using the more traditional single-color
sorting strategy, the resulting enriched library does not
exhibit any observable population shift in response to
theophylline (Supplementary Figure S5). These results
demonstrate the high efficiency of our two-color
FACS-based screening strategy, which can enrich a
single sequence from a very large number of variants,
such that very few isolates need to be screened to
identify true positives.

Screening of an actuator library results in RNA control
devices with improved regulatory stringencies

The implementation of RNA control devices in biological
systems requires flexible tailoring of regulatory functions,
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Figure 3. Screening of a sensor library within the device platform demonstrates the high enrichment efficiency of the two-color sorting strategy.
(A) A sensor library, sN10, is generated by randomizing 10 nucleotides at key positions within the aptamer component in a previously engineered
theophylline-responsive ribozyme-based device, L2b8. (B) The sN10 library is subjected to two sorting rounds. Each round consists of one negative
sort in the absence of theophylline (light green gate set by the activity of the parent L2b8 device in the absence of theophylline), followed by one
positive sort in the presence of theophylline (dark green gate set by the activity of the parent L2b8 device in the presence of 5mM theophylline).
Percentage of cells collected in the sorting gate is indicated on each plot. (C) After two sorting rounds, the enriched pool was analysed by flow
cytometry in the absence and presence of theophylline (theo). A gate was set by the library population in the absence of theophylline. Upon addition
of theophylline, �98% of the population within the gate shifted, suggesting that the majority of the population exhibits switching activity.
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where regulatory stringency of a device can be an import-
ant property for crossing phenotypic thresholds (1). The
basal activity of a single ribozyme-based device depends
on both the actuator and transmitter components. The
catalytic activity of the hammerhead ribozyme (actuator)
within the context of the device platform sets a lower limit
to the minimal gene expression level a device exhibits in
the absence of ligand, whereas the transmitter directs the
partitioning between the functional conformations, which
in turn impacts the basal activity (10). The device platform
specifies the integration of a sensor-transmitter element
through loop II (or loop I) of the sTRSV ribozyme
actuator. Previous sTRSV ribozyme characterization
studies have demonstrated that a tertiary interaction
between loop I and loop II is essential for the catalytic
activity of the ribozyme in cellular environments (30). The
integration of additional structural elements through the
ribozyme loops may negatively impact the required loop–
loop interaction, thus resulting in a less active ribozyme
within the device platform. The previously described
theophylline-responsive ribozyme devices (L2b1, 40%;
L2b5, 70%; L2b8, 11%) exhibit a basal activity higher
than that exhibited by the ribozyme alone (1%), suggest-
ing that the current natural ribozyme sequence in the
device platform may present a lower limit on the basal
activity of the resultant RNA control devices.

To engineer RNA control devices that exhibit tighter
regulatory stringencies, we focused initially on optimizing
the sTRSV ribozyme sequence in the L2b8 device as it has
the lowest basal activity among the series of previously
engineered theophylline-responsive devices (10). As prior
sTRSV ribozyme characterization studies have demon-
strated that mutations to either loop I or II sequences
can enhance or hinder ribozyme catalytic activity (30),
we designed a device library by randomizing loop se-
quences and applied our two-color FACS-based screening
approach to search for improved loop–loop interactions
that support lower basal activity. We generated an
actuator library (aN7) by randomizing 7 nucleotides in
loop I within the L2b8 device (�2� 104 variants)
(Figure 4A). Loop I was targeted for randomization as
it is isolated from the conformational change that is
facilitated by the transmitter component, which is
integrated via loop II. We analysed the initial aN7
actuator library by two-color flow cytometry analysis
and observed that �99% of the library exhibits a higher
basal activity (greater slope) than the parent L2b8 device,
indicating that the majority of loop I library sequences
have deleterious effects on ribozyme catalytic activity
(Figure 4B). The two-color approach also enables us to
clearly distinguish cells with low gene expression levels
from cells that have lost or mutated the plasmid,
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Figure 4. Screening of an actuator library within the device platform results in ribozyme variants that exhibit improved regulatory stringencies and
cleavage rates. (A) An actuator library, aN7, is generated by randomizing 7 nucleotides at key positions within the loop I region of the ribozyme
actuator in the L2b8 device. (B) The aN7 library is subjected to a single sort to enrich for devices that exhibit lower basal activities than the parent
L2b8 device. The majority (�99%) of the aN7 library exhibits a greater slope than that of the parent L2b8 device, such that one sort is sufficient to
isolate members that exhibit improved regulatory stringency. (C) Ribozyme variants isolated from the aN7 library screen exhibit lower basal activities
relative to the parent L2b8 device. Gene-regulatory activities are reported as the geometric mean of the GFP fluorescence of the indicated sample
normalized to that of a positive control (sTRSV Contl, a noncleaving sTRSV ribozyme with a scrambled core) that is grown under identical ligand
conditions and is set to 100%. Reported values are the mean and standard deviation of at least three independent experiments. (D) The recovered
ribozyme variants (L2b8-al, -a14) exhibit faster in vitro cleavage rates than the parent device (L2b8). Cleavage assays were performed at 37�C with
500mM MgCl2, 100mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). Cleavage rate constants (k) and errors are reported as the mean and standard deviation
from at least three independent assays. (E) In vitro cleavage kinetics of the ribozyme variants (L2b8-al, -a14) and the parent device (L2b8). The
projected cleavage kinetics are generated from the single-exponential equation Ft=F0+(F1�F0)� (1 – e�kt), setting the fraction cleaved before the
start of the reaction (F0) and at reaction endpoint (F1) to 0 and 1, respectively, and k to the experimentally determined value for each RNA device.
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whereas the two cell populations are almost indistinguish-
able if GFP is used as the only measure of device regula-
tory activity (Supplementary Figure S6). We set a sorting
gate based on cells harboring the parent L2b8 device and
collected cells that exhibit a decreased slope relative to the
parent device (�0.4% of the initial library) to enrich
library members with enhanced loop–loop interactions
that support lower device basal activity.

Because of the relatively small sequence space of the
library and high-efficiency of our screen, we directly
plated the sorted cells to obtain single colonies for
further characterization. We recovered a total of 22
clones and identified 22 unique device sequences from
the recovered clones. However, only eight of the recovered
devices maintained low basal activities upon re-cloning
(Figure 4C). We believe that the majority of the identified
false positives likely had mutations within the recovered
plasmid backbone that resulted in low GFP expression
levels, although we cannot rule out the possibility of
some fraction of these false positives being recovered
due to remaining noise in the system that is not
captured in our two-color correlation. Additional sorts
(positive and negative) could be incorporated to reduce
this false positive rate. The basal activities exhibited by
the recovered devices are up to 3.5-fold lower than that
of the parent device, while six of the devices retained func-
tional switching (i.e. responsiveness to ligand)
(Supplementary Figure S7).

We performed further characterization by mutagenesis
of the newly identified ribozymes recovered from the aN7
library screen to identify conserved motifs that contribute
to decreased basal activities. A series of point mutations to
the recovered loop I sequences were designed, and the
activities of these loop I sequences were characterized
through flow cytometry analysis (Supplementary Figure
S8). Two distinct consensus sequences were identified
that support lower basal activities than the parent L2b8
device. RNA devices with a loop I heptaloop adhering to
the consensus sequence AUNNARG, where N is any nu-
cleotide base and R is a purine base, exhibit basal activities
that are less than or equal to that of the parent (11%). A
subset of these devices with the loop I consensus sequence
AUCNARG exhibit basal activities less than 40% of that
of the L2b8 parent device. RNA devices with a second,
distinct loop I consensus sequence predicted to form a
triloop N1UN2GGGN1

j, where N1 and N1
j are any

Watson–Crick base pair, exhibit improved basal activities
less than 70% of that of the L2b8 parent.

Engineered actuator components result in optimized
ribozyme-based devices exhibiting faster cleavage rates

In vitro kinetic analysis of select ribozyme-based devices
harboring loop I sequence modifications was performed
to assess whether the improved in vivo basal activities
were a result of increased cleavage rates relative to the
parent device. Cleavage rates (k) were determined at
physiologically relevant reaction conditions [500mM
MgCl2, 100mM NaCl, and 50mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5)] at
37�C, where the submillimolar magnesium concentration is
within the range estimated for intracellular magnesium

concentration (31). Cleavage rate constants were obtained
for the L2b8 parent device and the L2b8-a1 and -a14 en-
gineered devices (Figure 4D and E) by quantifying relative
levels of full-length and cleaved radiolabeled transcripts
through polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis
(Supplementary Figure S9). Compared with the cleavage
rate constant of L2b8 (0.14min-1), the cleavage
rates associated with the engineered devices are increased
5.2- and 10.5-fold for L2b8-a1 (0.70min�1) and -a14
(1.4min-1), respectively. The cleavage rate of the sTRSV
hammerhead ribozyme (4.3min-1) was determined at
these conditions to be 32-fold greater than L2b8 (Supple-
mentary Figure S9), in agreement with prior analyses on
this ribozyme (30) and other well-characterized natural
ribozymes under physiologically relevant conditions (32).
The results indicate that the modified loop I sequences
produce ribozyme-based devices exhibiting faster cleavage
rates and thus lower in vivo basal activities.

Screening of transmitter libraries results in RNA devices
exhibiting improved activation ratios

The dynamic range of an RNA control device depends on
many parameters, including irreversible rate (e.g.
ribozyme cleavage rate), intracellular ligand concentra-
tion, and mechanism by which binding information at
the sensor is transmitted to an activity change in the
actuator (e.g. transmitter design). We applied our
two-color FACS-based screening strategy to explore a
greater functional space to search for new transmitter se-
quences that support improved activation ratios given the
designated sensor and actuator component pairs. We
generated two transmitter libraries, tN11 and a1-tN11,
based on two theophylline-responsive ribozyme-based
devices, L2b8 and L2b8-a1, respectively, with ribozyme
components that exhibit varying catalytic activities and
thus in vivo basal activities. Both libraries were generated
by randomizing 11 nucleotides in the transmitter compo-
nent within the corresponding parent device (�4� 106

variants) (Figure 5A). We limited the number of
randomized nucleotides in the transmitter components to
result in libraries that could be completely searched based
on the efficiency of our yeast library transformation
method (see ‘Materials and Methods’). Both libraries
were screened to identify devices with comparable basal
activities and greater activation ratios relative to the cor-
responding parent devices (Figure 5B and D). We first
performed a negative sort on both libraries by setting
the sorting gates based on the basal activity of the respect-
ive parent device. The negative sort enriched members of
the library (�3% of the initial tN11 library; �5% of the
initial a1-tN11 library) that exhibit lower or comparable
basal activities as the parent device. A subsequent positive
sort was performed on the recovered cell populations by
setting sorting gates based on the gene-regulatory activity
of the respective parent device in the presence of 5mM
theophylline. To enrich members of the library that
exhibit improved activation ratios, cells that exhibit
equal or higher gene-regulatory activities (�0.3% of the
enriched tN11 library; �0.4% of the enriched a1-tN11
library) were isolated. One additional positive sort was
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performed on the enriched tN11 library to further enrich
for cells that exhibit activation ratios greater than or equal
to the parent device (�24% of the enriched library).

We plated the recovered cells from both final enriched
libraries and screened 287 and 207 individual colonies
from the tN11 and a1-tN11 libraries, respectively,
through flow cytometry in the absence and presence of
5mM theophylline and verified improved device activa-
tion ratios by re-cloning. We identified a total of five
(t11, t24, t47, t197 and t241) and three (a1-t41, a1-t55
and a1-t64) transmitter variants from the tN11 and
a1-tN11 library screens, respectively, that exhibit moder-
ately improved activation ratios (up to 1.6-fold) relative to
the respective parent devices at 5mM theophylline (Figure
5C and E). We speculated that the intracellular theophyl-
line concentration in yeast might limit the maximum acti-
vation ratio achievable by a device, as previous studies
have estimated a 1000-fold drop in theophylline concen-
tration across the E. coli cell membrane (33). We tested
this hypothesis by characterizing transmitter variants at a
higher theophylline concentration (40mM). All
characterized transmitter variants exhibited increased ac-
tivation ratios at 40mM theophylline relative to 5mM
theophylline (Figure 6, Supplementary Figure S10). For
example, the activation ratio of the L2b8-t47 device
increased from 5.5-fold at 5mM theophylline to
10.7-fold at 40mM theophylline, a 2-fold improvement
relative to the parent L2b8 device at 40mM theophylline.
These results suggest that the intracellular theophylline
concentration is limiting the device gene-regulatory
activity. No difference in cell viability was observed
under all theophylline conditions tested (Supplementary
Figure S3A), although the higher theophylline concentra-
tion resulted in slower cell growth, possibly due to the
ligand cytotoxicity, thus potentially rendering the imple-
mentation of these devices at higher ligand concentrations
less effective for cellular applications.

Modular assembly of optimized actuator components
results in devices exhibiting improved regulatory
stringencies

The modular composition framework of our ribozyme
device platform supports modular assembly of functional
RNA components to generate new device functions
without significant redesign (10,34). We examined the
ability of the optimized ribozyme sequences to be used
to build new device regulatory functions, by coupling
two of the recovered ribozyme variants (a1 and a14)
with different transmitter and sensor components. We
coupled the new actuator sequences with the transmitter
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Figure 5. Screening of transmitter libraries within the device platform
results in transmitter variants that exhibit improved activation ratios.
(A) Two transmitter libraries, tN11 and a1-tN11, are generated by
randomizing 11 nucleotides within the transmitter components in the
L2b8 (wild-type ribozyme actuator) and L2b8-a1 (enhanced ribozyme
actuator) devices, respectively. (B) The tN11 library is subjected to one
sorting round (negative and positive sort), followed by an additional
positive sort to further enrich members of the library that exhibit equal
or greater increases in gene-regulatory activities in response to theo-
phylline. The negative (light green) and positive (dark green) sorting
gates are set based on the activity of the parent L2b8 device in the
absence and presence of 5mM theophylline, respectively.
(C) Transmitter variants isolated from the tN11 library screen exhibit

improved activation ratios (AR), which are determined as the ratio of
gene expression levels in the presence and absence of theophylline
(theo). (D) The a1-tN11 library is subjected to one sorting round to
enrich members of the library that exhibit equal or greater increases in
gene-regulatory activities in response to theophylline. The negative
(light green) and positive (dark green) sorting gates are set based on
the activity of the parent L2b8-a1 device in the absence and presence of
5mM theophylline, respectively. (E) Transmitter variants isolated from
the a1-tN11 library screen exhibit improved activation ratios.
Gene-regulatory activities are reported as described in Figure 4C.
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and sensor components from two theophylline-responsive
ribozyme ON devices (L2b1 and L2b5), one theophylline-
responsive OFF device (L2bOFF1) and one tetracycline-
responsive ON device (L2b8tc) to generate eight new
devices. All newly generated devices exhibit lower basal
activities relative to their respective parent, and the
majority of them retain switching activity (Supplementary
Figure S11A–D). The ribozyme variants were also coupled
with selected transmitter variants to generate new func-
tional devices with varying regulatory stringencies and
activation ratios (Figure 6). The results indicate that the
improved ribozyme variants are relatively insensitive to
the sequence identities of the other device components
(transmitter, sensor) and highlight that the modular
device platform can be used in combination with
improved components to program RNA devices exhibit-
ing desired activities. Finally, we examined the activities of
the loop sequences outside of the device context by
replacing the wild-type loop I sequence of sTRSV to
generate two ribozyme variants (Supplementary Figure
S11E). The gene-regulatory activities of the resulting
ribozyme variants were substantially higher than that of
wild-type sTRSV, indicating that the improvement in
regulatory stringencies associated with these loop
sequences were specific to the context of the device
platform, and thus supporting the importance of
optimizing component functions directly within the
device platform.

In vitro cleavage kinetics reflect in vivo RNA device
gene-regulatory activities

The observation that loop I modified ribozyme-based
devices exhibit improved in vivo basal activities and
in vitro cleavage rates relative to the L2b8 parent device
suggests a correlation between these two measures of
activity. However, previous studies had shown that allo-
steric ribozymes exhibiting enhanced in vitro cleavage
rates through in vitro selections failed to exhibit enhanced
in vivo gene-regulatory activities (11). Therefore, we

examined the relationship between in vitro cleavage rates
and in vivo gene-regulatory activities for a set of RNA
devices generated through the two-color screening and
rational tuning strategies. Cleavage assays were performed
under the previously described physiologically relevant
reaction conditions in the absence and presence of 5mM
theophylline (Supplementary Figure S9). The ribozyme-
based devices exhibit cleavage rates that span approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude from 0.01min-1 (L2b5)
to 1.0min-1 (L2b8-a1, -a14) (Figure 7A and B). All the
examined RNA devices exhibit reduced cleavage rates
and increased gene-regulatory activities in response to theo-
phylline, except for L2b8-a14, which exhibits slightly
decreased gene-regulatory activity in the presence of theo-
phylline (Supplementary Figures S7 and S9). The rank
ordering of the examined RNA devices and the sTRSV
ribozyme control by in vitro-determined cleavage rates
matches the inverse ranking by in vivo gene-regulatory
activities (Figure 7C). A correlation analysis between
these two measures of activity indicates a strong negative
correlation (Pearson coefficient, r=�0.9018) between the
cleavage rates 0.007 and 0.16min-1, where at a cleavage rate
of 0.16min-1 near background levels of gene expression are
reached such that further decreases in expression levels are
not observed with faster cleavage rates.

DISCUSSION

We developed a two-color FACS-based screening
approach that provides substantially increased screening
resolution over more commonly used single-color
strategies, enabling the enrichment of gene-regulatory
elements with distinct (versus just high and low activities)
quantitative gene-regulatory activities. We demonstrated
the high efficiency of our screen by enriching a single
sequence from a large �106 library to close to pure isola-
tion in two sorting rounds. While other two-color
fluorescence-based screening strategies have been described
(35), these systems have generally been designed to
compare distinct modes of gene expression. For example,
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Figure 6. Component swapping demonstrates modularity of actuator components. For devices isolated from the tN11 sort (L2b8-t11 and L2b8-t47),
replacement of the wild-type actuator loop I sequence with the a1 sequence results in devices exhibiting lower basal activities (shaded). For
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device exhibiting higher basal activity (shaded). Gene-regulatory activities and activation ratios (AR) are reported as described in Figures 4C and 5C,
respectively.
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one system was used to screen for peptides that facilitate a
ribosomal frameshift event in E. coli based on a specialized
bacterial ribosomal system (35). In contrast, our two-color
screening construct does not depend on specialized gene
expression machinery and can normalize gene expression
noise that arises from both plasmid and potentially
chromosomal constructs.
We applied our two-color screening approach to optimize

the actuator and transmitter components directly within the
context of the ribozyme device platform in the relevant
cellular environment, thereby addressing challenges previ-
ously encountered with optimizing component activities
through in vitro strategies (11). The highly quantitative
nature of our screening approach allowed us to efficiently
isolate ribozyme and transmitter variants that exhibit
specified gene-regulatory activities. The actuator and trans-
mitter screens did not provide as strong an enrichment as
observed for the sensor screen (i.e. close to pure isolation of a
single sequence), which is likely explained by several factors,
including fewer sorts applied to the actuator and transmitter
screens (resulting in a higher false positive rate) and greater
number of functional sequences in the actuator and trans-
mitter libraries that fell into the set sorting gates. Our
two-color screening approach is also fully complemented
by the modular composition framework of the ribozyme-
based platform. We demonstrated a plug-and-play device
construction strategy by linking components with varying
activities to generate new RNA devices that exhibit diverse
gene-regulatory activities. In comparison to the previously
demonstrated computational-guided device tuning strategy,
which is restricted to experimentally sampling a smaller
sequence space, our two-color screening approach offers
greater flexibility and higher-throughput in quantitatively
tailoring device gene-regulatory activities.
We further characterized the isolated ribozyme and

transmitter variants in addition to the devices generated
previously by rational design through both in vivo and
in vitro assays and found a strong negative correlation
between in vivo gene-regulatory activities and in vitro
cleavage rates, for cleavage rates within the range of

0.007 and 0.16min�1 (measured at the specified reaction
condition of 500 mM MgCl2). Gene expression levels reach
background values at �0.16min-1, such that increases in
cleavage rate above this value have minimal impact on
expression levels. In addition, our analysis (Figure 7C)
indicates that below cleavage rates of �0.007min-1 gene
expression levels reach saturating (fully ON) levels, such
that further decreases in cleavage rate below this value do
not significantly impact gene expression. Our work dem-
onstrates that there is a narrow window of in vitro
cleavage rates (spanning less than two orders of magni-
tude) that corresponds to titratable in vivo gene-regulatory
activities. This observation may explain previous work in
the field that observed no changes in gene-regulatory
activities among ribozyme variants exhibiting different
cleavage rates, if the changes in cleavage rates occurred
outside of the titratable window (13).

Our results also highlight the importance of optimizing
individual components within the context of device plat-
forms. The parent actuator component (sTRSV ribozyme)
is a type-III hammerhead ribozyme, in which the 50 and 30

ends of viroid RNA extend from stem III. The tertiary
interactions essential for cleavage activity at physiological
conditions are formed by a Watson–Crick base triple
between the 50 U of loop I, next-to-last U of loop I, and
the 30 A of loop II. Recent structural analyses have shown
that these essential tertiary interactions are conserved
across a significant fraction of natural hammerhead ribo-
zymes (36). As the loop I sequence of the originally
designed ribozyme-based devices, including the parent
device L2b8, is unchanged from the native sTRSV
ribozyme (UGUGCUU), it was assumed that aptamer
integration into loop II would maintain the same
tertiary interactions required for cleavage activity (10).
However, both the heptaloop (AUNNARG) and triloop
(N1UN2GGGN1

j) consensus sequences identified through
the actuator library screen that result in devices exhibiting
lower basal activities than the L2b8 parent device do not
follow the common tertiary motif of the sTRSV ribozyme.
The divergence of the improved loop I sequences from the

BA C

Figure 7. In vitro cleavage kinetics of selected ribozyme-based devices and controls. Cleavage assays were performed at 37�C with 500 mM MgCl2,
100mM NaCl and 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and in the presence of 5mM theophylline when indicated. (A) Ribozyme-based devices exhibit
decreased cleavage rates in the presence of ligand. Cleavage assays were performed as described in Figure 4D in the absence or presence of
5mM theophylline. (B) In vitro cleavage kinetics of ribozyme-based devices in the absence and presence of ligand. Projected cleavage kinetics are
generated as described in Figure 4E. Solid lines: 0mM theophylline; dashed lines: 5mM theophylline. (C) Correlation analysis of normalized gene
expression levels and cleavage rate constants indicates a strong correlation between the in vivo gene-regulatory activity and in vitro cleavage rate;
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) of �0.9018. A semi-log line is well fit (R2=0.94) for cleavage rates less than or equal to 0.16 min-1 (black data
points). Devices excluded from this analysis are indicated in red.
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L2b8 and sTRSV parents are not necessarily surprising,
given recent work identifying thousands of new hammer-
head ribozymes in all domains of life with unique tertiary
motifs (36–38). In particular, the integration of the
transmitter-aptamer element into loop II of the sTRSV
hammerhead ribozyme in the device platform makes the
overall structure of the ribozyme-based devices more
similar to other, less well-characterized hammerhead ribo-
zymes (Supplementary Figure S12). Interestingly, the
improved loop I consensus sequences identified in our
screen share similarities to these other natural ribozymes
and do not exhibit improved gene-regulatory activities in
the context of the sTRSV ribozyme alone.

Based on its increased screening resolution, our
two-color FACS-based screen can provide a powerful
strategy to guide future RNA device design. For example,
RNA gene-regulatory devices generally exhibit moderate
dynamic ranges (1,2,4). Our screen can be applied to
effectively search libraries of RNA devices to provide
insight into specific constraints limiting RNA device
gene-regulatory activity. In this work, we performed
screens on two different libraries harboring ribozyme
components exhibiting different catalytic activities and
randomized transmitter components. Although we success-
fully isolated variants from each library that exhibit
improved activation ratios relative to the respective
parent device, the improvements were modest. Based on
our prior computational modeling work on RNA control
devices (39), we speculated that the intracellular ligand con-
centration may place constraints on the activation ratios.
Further increases in the activation ratios of transmitter
variants from both libraries were observed at increased
ligand concentrations (Figure 6, Supplementary Figure
S10), supporting this hypothesis. However, the improve-
ments were smaller for transmitter variants based on the
more catalytically active ribozyme, possibly due to a more
dominant irreversible event (faster ribozyme cleavage rate).
These results suggest that RNA control devices that utilize
ribozyme-based actuator components require careful
balance of irreversible rates (ribozyme cleavage) and revers-
ible rates (conformational switching, ligand binding) to
optimize dynamic ranges.

Finally, recent reports highlight the importance of
fine-tuning regulatory properties of gene-regulatory
elements for their successful integration within biological
systems (1,2). Examples to-date have relied on using
low-throughput and inefficient single-color screening
strategies on individual clones from libraries of control
elements, including promoters and RNase cleavage sites,
to identify new elements that exhibit varying activities in
different organisms (40–42). In contrast, our two-color
FACS-based screening approach is based on the correl-
ation between the gene outputs from two independent func-
tional modules. Similar dual-reporter screening plasmid
systems can be constructed in other organisms, including
bacteria and mammalian cells, to support the efficient
generation of new gene control elements, including those
acting through transcriptional and posttranscriptional
mechanisms. Our strategy offers a high-throughput and
high-efficiency alternative to rapidly screen through
diverse libraries of control elements for members exhibiting

specified quantitative activities, thereby addressing a key
challenge in quantitatively tailoring these control
elements to specific genetic systems.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary Figures 1–12,
and Supplementary References [36,43–45].
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